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Captured by Robots, Aggie Theatre, Fort Collins, June 26, 2005. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

At long last, Fort Collins got to experience the creative insanity that is Captured By Robots on 

June 26 at the Aggie Theatre. Twice, this performing amalgam of technology and human 

moxie was scheduled for area shows, only to disappoint curious music lovers with 

cancellations both times. But this time, human slave to a band of mechanical malcontents, 

J-Bot, took the stage at the Aggie and proceeded to twist the whole idea of musicmaking 

into something very strange- and very exciting. 

 

In Captured By Robots, J-Bot is the only human on stage. Masked, chained and literally spilling 

his guts from the front of his shirt, J-Bot divides his time interacting with the robots and 

toys that surround him, pumping up the crowd with wry, edgy humor, and digging into a 

combination guitar/keyboard unit all the while wailing, growling and shouting into the 

microphone. The music itself- like “physical fitness” tunes such as “Abs of Steel” and 

“Thighmaster” and rowdy “Speed Food Pyramid”- was a blasting mix of punk, metal, 

rock, a little hip hop and even some convoluted reggae, almost entirely upbeat and 

energetic- literally wired. 

 

But as J-Bot plows throw his set, the “personalities” of the robots on stage with him are revealed- 

and it’s mostly done with disdain towards humans in general. On stage left was the drum 

ensemble called Drum Bum, a compact kit with a dreadlocked zombie head that would 

shoot into the air, eyes flashing. On stage right was GTR-Bot, a clever electric guitar 

ensemble “played” with an elaborate system of strumming sticks, the figure looming tall 

over J-Bot, also with flashing eyes and a swinging head. A tom tom bot stood next to 

GTR-Bot and “spoke” by flapping the lids of the trunks supporting the percussion 

creation. All three of these figures had malevolent attitudes, scorning humankind in 

general and verbally abusing J-Bot at every opportunity with shrill voices and crude 

language. 

 

Behind the front line was a pair of bears who occasionally added to the show, as well as a three-

piece “horn section,” three standing figures with banks of horns coming from their chests, 

their heads bearing the images of Donald Rumsfeld, George Bush and Dick Cheney. The 

horns at times added an extra audio tension that heightened the thick electric song 

arrangements- as well as a visual element that was hard to ignore. Even thinking about 

these big Republicans being in the Captured By Robots line-up was disturbing, but more, 

the figures continually moved like a hyperactive brass choir given a little too much juice. 

 

So the show proceeded with J-Bot tweaking his mechanized partners while stirring up a roiling 

barrage of electricity and constant activity. Several times, J-Bot leapt off the stage and 

mingled with the audience, encouraging members to participate in physical fitness 

dances, as well as gently clobbering them with tablets representing the Ten 



Commandments. At one point, J-Bot took the opportunity to heckle his “bandmates” 

from the audience, while they played a tune without him. 

 

While a lot of what makes Captured By Robots, based in San Francisco, fun and exciting is the 

cleverness of the act itself- a truly unique take on the one-man-band idea- there is more. 

At the Aggie, one tune in particular, “Passover,” reached beyond the schtick and 

demonstrated a distinct musical power that had more to do with the expression than the 

novelty elements. But mostly it was the craziness of the situation that impressed and 

invigorated- one maniacal guy surrounded by sound creating machines with attitudes. 

 

The shame was that so few people showed up at the Aggie to see the sight. The tiny but 

appreciative crowd was treated to a very unique show, the last night of Captured By 

Robots’ most recent nine week tour. It was worth the wait. 


